REMEMBERING AND REFLECTING
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Remembering and Reflecting on September 11, 2001 in the Classroom

Dear School District Leaders:

As you may know, CAIR is our nation’s largest Muslim civil rights and advocacy organization. Our mission is to enhance the public’s understanding of Islam, protect civil rights, promote justice, and empower American Muslims of all ages.

Every year, CAIR dedicates much of our time to addressing anti-Muslim bigotry in school settings. Research has demonstrated that Muslims face bullying at twice the rate of the national average. Many Muslim children also report that they do not feel safe approaching their teachers or school leaders about bullying, which is a problem in many school districts across the nation.

For example, in 2019, Muslim students in California reported to our CAIR-California chapter that nearly 40% of them were bullied at school for identifying or being perceived as Muslim. CAIR-Massachusetts conducted a survey of 200 Muslim students and discovered that 60% of respondents reported being verbally harassed or physically abused for being Muslim. 33% of respondents had altered their appearance, behavior, or names to hide their Muslim faith.

CAIR National’s 2021 Report, Resilience in the Face of Hate, documented 114 school-related incidents ranging from bullying, Islamophobic school curriculum, and holiday denials.

As we approach the 20th anniversary of September 11, 2001, CAIR hopes and expects that all schools will remember and reflect on this tragic day in our country’s history. Teaching students about 9/11 and its impact on our nation and people around the world is critically important. It is just as important to educate students in an accurate way using reliable sources.

Although most schools teach students about 9/11 in an appropriate way, our civil rights organization usually receives a spike in complaints from students and families on anniversaries of 9/11. Some complaints involve peer-to-peer bullying, while others involve anti-Muslim content in lesson plans. In some instances, schools have used educational materials about 9/11 created by anti-Muslim hate groups.

With this in mind, we write to share informative resources that your school district can use to ensure that your lesson plans about the 9/11 attacks are accurate and reliably sourced, protect Muslim students from bullying, and educate students about the impact that 9/11 had on all Americans, including American Muslims. These resources are intended for grades 6-12.

Please contact us directly if we can be of further assistance. Thank you for your service.

Sincerely,

Council on American-Islamic Relations
Tips for Teaching Lesson Plans on September 11, 2001

To educate students about the 9/11 attacks in an accurate, clear and effective manner, we recommend the following best practices:

1. Alert students a few days in advance of the 9/11 lesson plan so that families have time to prepare their children for the discussion.

2. Only use external instructional materials – such as photographs, documentaries, etc. – from vetted, reliable, mainstream sources such as museums and major media outlets.

3. Vet all materials, including internal materials such as textbooks, to ensure that they do not include inaccurate information or inflammatory content.

4. Immediately respond to any incidents of bullying or harassment that occur in the classroom during the lesson plan.

5. Refrain from asking students to engage in educational activities that stimulate the roles of perpetrators, targets, or bystanders.

6. Do not single out and prompt Muslim students—or students perceived to be Muslim—to comment on the attacks.

7. Avoid using language that validates the claims of the 9/11 attackers by associating their acts of mass murder with Islam and Muslims. For example, avoid using inaccurate and inflammatory terms such as “Islamic terrorists,” “jihadists,” or “radical Islamic terrorists.”

8. Include information about the Muslim responses to the 9/11 attacks, such as the widespread condemnations of the attacks by American Muslims leaders, international expressions of solidarity with America from Muslim-majority nations, the American Muslim leaders who joined President Bush at Washington, DC’s oldest mosque to condemn the attacks, and boxer Muhammad Ali participating in a nationally televised fundraiser for families of 9/11 victims alongside actor Will Smith.

9. When discussing the aftermath of the 9/11 attacks—the invasion of Afghanistan, the Iraq War, Guantanamo Bay, etc.—also include discussion of the bigotry and hate crimes that impacted Sikh Americans, Muslim Americans, Arab Americans and other minorities in the days, months and years after the attack.
Educational Resources about September 11, 2001

I. General Lesson Plans


II. Educational Videos & Documentaries


III. Educational Articles


